FASTFORMS

SOLUTIONS:

FastForms makes it easy to create and distribute mobile forms to teams and devices... and saves the world from paperwork, one customer at a time. No more need to capture and recapture data from paper-based forms into applications...with FastForms the information transfer process is automated and seamless.

Our customers use FastForms for checklists, surveys, inspections, audits, job reports, site reviews, trip logs, pre-project reports, project wrap ups, equipment checks, and so on.

FastForms not only reduces paper waste, it also improves data quality, integrity, and security. We also make it simple to collect and submit things that were complicated before — like photographs, audio recordings and bar codes. And our enterprise integrations and workflow features make it easy to automatically build workflows and communications rules that keep your team and your clients in the loop.

And because we capture everything through your mobile device, you don’t have to deal with the hassle of processing and organizing thousands of pieces of paper — this means a happier team and a healthier planet!
FEATURES:

• OFFLINE ACCESS – Complete forms when there is no network coverage and upload later.

• MULTI PLATFORM SUPPORT - Mobile App supported on Android, iOS, Blackberry.

• PHOTO, VIDEO AND BARCODE READING – Capture Photos and videos with annotations, and embed them into documents. Reads multiple barcode types.

• PERMISSIONS, SECURITY AND FORM SHARING – Set up users and groups with access profiles and manage who has access to which forms.

• SIGNATURE SUPPORT – Sign digitally right on your mobile/tablet device creating a fully “Paperless” document form process.

• GEO-TAGGING – Automatically tags the GPS co-ordinates of a form submission.

• INTEGRATION WITH LINE OF BUSINESS APPLICATIONS – Once a form is submitted, automatically route desired data into relevant line of business applications.
BENEFITS:

• No More preprinted paper forms.
• Huge savings on paper and the managing of the paper process.
• No more re-capturing of data from data forms.
• Forms can be distributed to thousands of users within minutes.
• Data collection is instant.
• Exact position of where data is captured (Can be viewed on Google maps)
• Up and running in hours.
• Pay for what you use, save on high IT costs
• No contract, you can leave whenever you want to.